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Section I
l. (a) Prove that a

n70)hasa
(b) Let A and B

[A, B, 81 :
subgroup of G.

group of order p, (p is a prime and

composition series of Iength n.
be subgroups of a g{oup G suoh that

{e}. Prove rhar [A, B] is a Abelian

(a) Frove that subgroup and a factor group of a nilpotent
group are again nilpotent.

(b) Define rhe derived series {S,(G)}, : 0 of a group G
and prove that G is soluble iff f an integ; s I 0
such that 6e(G) = {e}.
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P=Q otP--zi1t;.

(b) Find the dcgroe of the splitting

1112 - 1XX2 - 2XX: -- 3) over Q.

Prove that invariants of a nilpotent transl'ormation

are ttniqtle'

Let K be a'n entension of F' Prove thar if

A, B e Fn = Mn[r) are similar iu K'' then they are

alreadY similar in Fn"

4. (a) Prove that it F* - F'tO) is a cyclic

is a finite field.

(b) Prove that a finite normal extension is the splitting

field of some polynomial.

(a) Find the Galois group of Xa - 2 over Q'

{b) Prove that the Galois group of Xn * a e Ir[Xl is

soluble.

Section III
--^^r- i^ F(a) Prove that if 'I' e A(V) has all its ch' roots in F'

then there is a basis of V in which the matrix of T

is triangular.

(t 1 1)
l*r-r*rI
[, I oJ

find its invariants.

Let I be a left ideal of a ring R with unity Prove

that I is a direct sumrriand of R iff I is generated by

an idempotent. 
iles M and N

Let A antl B be submodels of R-modr:

resPectively Prove that :

N,lxN M..N
ffi=r*E

Prove that in a Noetherian ring every nil ideal is

nilPotent.

Let N be a subrnodule of an R-module M such that

both N and MA{ are Artinian R-module' Prove that

M is an Artinian R-modute'

Prove that q 'submodule of a free module of rank rz

over a PID is again free of 14ft ( t?:

Prove that the Abeiian group G generated by x' y

such that 2x = 3Y is c'Yclic'

then I:

is nilPotent and

(a)

(b)

(r,

(b)

ro. (a)

(b)
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Section trl

of field, then either

7. (a)

9.

Section IV

(b)
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